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Chapter Six 

Nouns 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
!'lyia tree  !'m.z time, turn 

h'MUa nation  %yin.m:h chain 

r's/a prohibition, 

injunction 

 h'wyEx animal, beast 

r:t]a place, location  @:s]x moulded clay, 

pottery 
!WT:a furnace  ~E[.j commad, decree, 

advice, report 
boG pit, den  dWn fire 

aAG midst, middle  !'Di[ time, moment 
~Ev.G body  r:v.P interpretation 

wyiz radiance, 

brightness, 

countenance 

 z'r secret, mystery 

r'm.z string music  !'j.l'v dominion, powers 

 

 

 

 

The Noun 

Aramaic nouns are identified according to three states: absolute, determined or construct. Since a 

noun identifies a person, place, thing, or idea, Aramaic nouns possess gender (masculine, 

feminine) and number (singular, dual, plural). As with the Hebrew noun, Aramaic nouns are for 

the most part composed of three root consonants with a fewer set of two root consonants. 

Aramaic also has some four root consonants that are all of foreign origin. Some Aramaic nouns 

possess an odd characteristic that uniquely identifies their function. These functions are defined 

below.   

a. Gentilic nouns. A gentilic noun is one that identifies the resident of a locality or class. 

Gentilic nouns have a Qamets Yod (y' ) added as a suffix.   

 

Name Location/Class
1
 

yiD.f:K Chaldean 
y'Wh.y Judean, Jew 
y's.r:P Persian 
y'l.b'B Babylonian 
y'wEl Levite 

                                                 
1
 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids:Zondervan, 2011), p. 23 
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b. Occupational nouns. An occupational noun is one that identifies an occupation. 

Occupational nouns possess a daghesh forte in the second root consonant followed by a 

Qamets.  

 

Name Occupation 
x'B:j butcher, executioner 
!'Y:D judge 
r'M:z musician 

 

c. Locality nouns. Locality nouns are nouns that indicate a place where the action takes 

place. Locality nouns are prefixed with mem with either a Hireq or a Pathach  ( im or :m).   

 

Name Locality 
aET.vim banquet hall 
b:K.vim a bed 
x:B.D:m altar 

 

d. Abstract nouns. Abstract nouns are nouns that indicate non-physical realities such as idea 

or concepts
2
. Abstract nouns have a Shureq suffix.  

 

Name Idea 
Wk'z innocence 
Wk.l:m kingdom 
Wb.r greatness 

 

 

 

I. Gender of Nouns and Adjectives 

Both nouns and adjectives follow the same rules.  

  

Masculine nouns. Masculine nouns have no distinct endings and are thus harder to identify with 

certainty. The only way to determine a masculine noun with certainty is to look it up in the 

lexicon.  The lexical form (dictionary form) is the absolute singular form. 

1. Nouns that are naturally male will be masculine. An example is: b'a father (m). 

 

Feminine nouns. Feminine nouns can be identified in the following way: 

1. Feminine nouns will normally be augmented with the feminine ending of either Qamets 

He (h" ) or Qamets Alef (a' ).  

 
h'wyEx animal (f) 
a'y.riq city (f) 

 

2. Some feminine nouns may end with Shureq (W ) or Tav  (t).   

                                                 
2
 Ibid. p. 23 
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Wk.l:m kingdom (f) 

t'c.q end (f) 

 

3. Some nouns are naturally feminine and have no unique ending.    

 
[:r]a ground, earth (f) 

d:y hand (f)  

 

4. Nouns that refer to female persons will be feminine. An example is: ~Ea mother. 

 

 

                 

 

 

II. Number 

Aramaic nouns are either singular, dual, or plural. The rules for identification are as follows. 

1. Singular. Singular nouns have no special singular additions.  

2. Dual. There are certain nouns that naturally occur in pairs like eyes and ears. These dual 

nouns are identified by the dual ending I!y:  (pataih + yod + ihireq + final nun).  Examples 

are:   

 
!iy;d'y     hands 

!iy:l.g:r feet 

!yET.r:T two 

 

 

3. Plural. The Aramaic plural noun means three or more. Plural endings generally 

correspond to their gender, but are not always consistent. The singular forms sometimes 

undergo changes when augmented with their plural endings. These changes have to do 

with the language’s vocalization. 

 

a. Masculine plural endings.  

 Most masculine plural nouns end with !yI   (ihireq-yod, followed by final nun).  

 

Singular   Plural  
%<l<m king → !yik.l:m kings 

 

 

 Some masculine plural nouns end with !'   (iQamets followed by nun), which is 

the normal ending for the feminine plural noun.   

 

Singular  Plural 

  aEs.r'K throne → !'w's.r'K thrones 
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b. Feminine plural nouns.  

 Most feminine plural nouns end with a Qamets and nun !' .   
 

 

Singular  Plural 
h'n.T:m gift → !'n.T:m gifts 

     

 

 

 A few feminine plural nouns end with !yI   (ihireq-yod, followed by final nun), 

which is the normal ending for the masculine plural noun.  

 

Singular  Plural 

h'Lim word → !yiLim words 

     

III. State 

Aramaic nouns and adjectives are classified as either absolute, construct or determined state.  

 

1. Absolute and Construct State. As Dr. Schuele says, “The absolute state indicates that a 

noun is not determined by any other noun, whereas in the construct state it is followed by 

one or several other nouns (genitive, or construct chain). For example, in the phrase ‘the 

house of David,’ ‘house’ is the construct noun because it is determined in this case by a 

proper noun that explains whose house it is.”
3
  

a. The absolute state is the normal word.  

b. The construct state is genitive and implies determination.  

 

 

 a'K.l:m t:Lim  

Absolute state  Construct state 

 [the] word of the king  

 

 Absolute Construct 

 Ending Paradigm  Ending Paradigm  

ms  %,l,m king  %,l,m king of 

fs h'  or  a' h'K.l:m kingdom t: t:K.l:m kingdom of 

mp !yi !yiK.l:m kings yE yEK.l:m kings of 

fp !' !'K.l:m kingdoms t' t'K.l:m kingdoms of 

 

 

c. The determined state is a noun with the definite article (a' ) attached to the end of the 

word. 

                                                 
3
 Andreas Schuele, An Introduction to Biblical Aramaic (Louisville: WJK, 2012), p. 20  
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Hebrew Aramaic Translation 

%,l,M:h a'K.l:m the king 

   

 

 Absolute Determined Translation
4
 

ms %,l,m a'K.l:m the king 

fs h'wyEx a't.wyEx the animal 

mp !yik.l:m a'Y:k.l:m the kings 

fp !'wyEx a't'wyEx the animals 

 

 

 

IV. The Construct Chain 

“A construct chain is a group of contiguous (side by side) nouns that are bound together in order 

to express the ‘of’ relationship between those nouns.”
5
 Dr. Miles Van Pelt lists the following 

rules for construct nouns. 

1. The absolute or determined noun is always the last noun in the construct chain.  

2. Construct nouns cannot take a definte article.  

3. In a construct chain, there  is only one absolute or determined noun. There may, however, 

be two or three construct nouns in a construct chain.  

 

V. The Particle  yiD .  

Another way to express the genitive case in Aramaic is to use the particle yiD.   

1. After an absolute noun.  

        

r:v.n-yiD !yiP:G.w   “and the wings of an eagle” (Dan. 7:4) 

 

2. After a determined noun. 

 

a'y.lyEl-yid a'w.z,x.B  “in the vision of the night” (Dan. 2:19) 

 

3. After a noun with a pronominal suffix.  

 

laEYin'd-yiD HEh'l/a   “the God of Daniel” (Dan. 6:26; Heb. 6:27) 

  

    

 

VI. Pronominal Suffixes with Nouns.  

Aramaic pronominal suffixes have person, gender, and number. When attached to nouns, the 

meaning is normally possessive and translated “my, your, his, her, our, their.”   

 

 

                                                 
4
 Table adopted from Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 27 

5
 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 32 
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 Singular Noun Plural Noun Translation 

Possessive/Objective 

1cs yi y: my/me 

2ms %' %iy: your/you 

2fs - - your/you 

3ms HE yihA his/him 

3fs H: H:Y: her 

1cp a'n a'ny, Our/us 

2mp !Ak !AkyE Your/you 

2fp - - Your/you 

3mp !Ah !AhyE Their/them 

3fp !yEh !EhyE Their/them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pronominal Suffix with H'l/a  Pronominal Suffix with h'wyEx  
 masc. sg    fem. sg.  

 yih'l/a my God   yit.wyEx my animal 

 %'h'l/a your God (m.)   %'t.wyEx your animal (m.) 

 yikEh'l/a your God (f.)   yikEt.wyEx your animal (f.) 

 H:h'l/a his God   HEt.wyEx his animal 

 H:h'l/a her God   H:t.wy:x her animal 

 a'n:h'l/a our God   a'n:t.wyEx our animal 

(!Ak-) o~k]h'l/a your God (m.)  (!Ak-) o~k.t:wy:x your animal (m.) 

 !Ek]h'l/a your God (f.)   !Ek.t:wyEx your animal (f.) 

(!Ah-)  o~h]h'l/a there God (m.)  (!Ah-) o~h.t:wyEx their animal (m.) 

 !Eh]h'l/a their God (f.)   !Eh.t:wyEx their animal (f.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pronominal Suffix with  !yih'l/a   Pronominal Suffix with  !'wyEx  

 masc. pl.    fem. pl.  

 y:h'l/a my God   yit'wyEx my animal 
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 %y'h'l/a your God (m.)   %'t'wyEx your animal (m.) 

 yikyEh'l/a your God (f.)   yikEt'wyEx your animal (f.) 

 yihAh'l/a his God   HEt'wyEx his animal 

 Hy:h'l/a her God   H:t'wy:x her animal 

 a'ny:h'l/a our God   a'n:t'wyEx our animal 

(!Ak-) o~kyEh'l/a your God (m.)  (!Ak-) o~k.t'wy:x your animal (m.) 

 !EkyEh'l/a your God (f.)   !Ek.t'wyEx your animal (f.) 

(!Ah-)  o~hyEh'l/a there God (m.)  (!Ah-) o~h.t'wyEx their animal (m.) 

 !EhyEh'l/a their God (f.)   !Eh.t'wyEx their animal (f.) 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the endings for the masculine and feminine noun. 

C. Translate Daniel 2:28-35 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 

 


